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PRESS RELEASE

ABC Concentrates - Missing Link Between
Environmental Protection and Effective Treatment!
Bionetix International - Canadian
manufacturer of microbial based
bio-products owned by Cortec®
Corporation presents it’s new
ABC line of environmentally safe,
bio-based, natural concentrates.
ABC line of concentrates
comprised of solid, proprietary
technologies enables biological
waste treatment process and can
be used in various applications
and industries worldwide.

Bionetix ABC line enables formulators to incorporate good bacteria as additives to their
formulations. When added to formulations these concentrates enable degrading target
substances in waste systems by using completely natural methods and develop environmentally
safe manufacturing and disposal processes. Expensive chemicals can be replaced with biological
processes that are lower in cost, more efficient and perfectly safe for our surrounding. This is

proven by capability of microorganisms to transform pollutants and synthetic chemicals into
sources of energy and raw materials for their own growth. Bacteria used in the Bionetix line of
products degrade more complex chemicals along with higher volumes of waste materials.
Bionetix integrated resources will provide our customers with unique benefits of remediation
through bioaugmentation and biostimulation.
ABC Concentrate line offers:
ABC 1000 MULTIPURPOSE CONCENTRATE POWDER is a high
concentrate powder for multipurpose blending. It reduces organic
sludge and bad odors.

ABC 1200 SPORE BLEND POWDER FOR FOG - a multipurpose
blend powder that is ready-to-use and very effective in increasing
microbial populations to promote waste degradation.

ABC 1500 SPORE BLEND POWDER FOR HYDROCARBONS - a
ready-to-formulate and very effective in increasing microbial
populations to promote contaminate degradation in industrial
applications such as refineries and petrochemical plants.

ABC 4000 MULTIPURPOSE CONCENTRATE LIQUID is a multiple
spore blend concentrate that is ready for use as the base culture
for the formulation of a wide range of biological cleaners.

ABC 6000 MULTIPURPOSE BIOENZYME BLEND LIQUID is a
bacteria and free enzyme blend for use as the base culture for the
formulation of a wide range of cleaning products
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